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Storege Capncf,ty sf Ah{hlos

6.1 Motivation and general considerations

6.1.1 Different measures of storage capacity

The properties of ANN's described in the preceding chapters should
make them interesting candidates both for models of some brain func-
tions as well as for technical applications in certain areas of computer
development or artificial intelligence. In either case, one of the first
questions that comes to mind is the storage capacity of such systems,
namely the quantity of information that can be stored and effectively
retrieved from the network. It is of primary interest to know, for ex-
ample, how the number of possible memories, in single patterns or in
sequences, varies with the number of elements, neurons and synapses,
ofthe networkl.

The storage capacity of a network can be quantified in a number
of possible ways. It must be expressed per unit network element. Here
we mention a few such possible measures:

The number of stored bits per rleuron.

The nurnber of stored bits per syna,pse.

llt is one of the weaknesses of the PDP program that so far no technique has
been proposed for estimating the scaling of the network capabilities with the number
of its elements. It is partly a result of the fact that the corresponding capabilities
of PDP networks are much more complex.
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3. The number of storetl pa,l,l,curs IX)r nout'()tt.

4. The number of stored patterns per synapse.

5. The number of stored bits per coded synaptic bit.

Any one of the items in this list must be supplemented by informational
qualifications. It should be realized that the usefulness of any of thestr

three quantifications is strongly dependent on the level of correlation
between the stored bits. In a network that stores a number of highly
correlated patterns, the retrieval of any one pattern would predict,
with high probability, the structure of a pattern retrieved by any other
stimulus. On the other hand, if the stored patterns are completely
uncorrelated, then the retrieval from memory by one stimulus leaves the
result of retrieval by another completely unknown. The informational
store in the second case is obviously greater.

There is yet another dimension to the quandary. The informational
content of an associative memory storage should depend also on the
size of the basins of attraction of each of the stored memories. If re-
trieval requires that the stimulus differ from the memory in a relatively
very small number of bits, then the process of retrieval adds almost no
information to what has arrived in the stimulus. This again would be
a rather impoverished case.

Not all these questions can be answered. Some remain open because
of technical difficulties. Others await a clearer specification. Much of
the progress that has been made in the study of ANN's has concentrated
on questions of this kind and many results have been obtained. A
fair amount of these results are analytic (see e.g., refs. 1L,2,3,4,5,6,
7,8]). Further results are obtained by numerical simulation (see e.g.,
refs. [9,10]).

One should keep in mind that the choice of the measure for the stor-
age capacity is str:ongly connected to the available resources, as well as

to the task one assigns the network. If one is trying to answer very gen-

eral questions about the brain, such as posed by Von Neumann[ll] (see

e.g., Section 6.1.2), without specifying the computational structure, in'
order to put a lower bound on the total amount of resources required,
then the pattern structure becomes irrelevant. The appropriate mea-
sures would be either the first or the second in the list above. On the
other hand, in designing an electronic device for pattern recognition
which is to be fully connected, the main constraint is the difficulty in

MflulvaT,lnR nnn gFnernt ronFtnernrlonF 3'( ;'

irrrpklrrrctrl,irrg, in ir, t'ciHon:rlrlr. volutrrrt, |y'2 <:<ltrtttr<:l,iotts lr<ll,wcctt N lu:tt-
lorrs . Hrrrr<:c, t,lrrr r:r'rrr:i;ll vilrialrlcs arc tlte ntrttrlrt:r of difl'erent patterns
(wlri<;h is to lrc rnilxirnizccl) arxl the nurnber of neurons (which should
lrc urinirnizecl). Corrsequently, one would like to optimize the third cri-
t,urion. If it is easier to supply neurons than synapses in a sparsely
r:orrnected network[6], then one would try to optimize the fourth crite-
rion. FinallS if the analog depth of the synapses - the number of bits
t,hey can faithfully represent - is a valuable resource, then the relevant
rneasure of storage would be the fifth one.

6.1.2 Storage capacity of human brains

Von Neumann[ll] (pp. 63-6a) has estimated the order of magnitude
of the total number of information bits that may penetrate the central
nervous system through the sensory organs in a human lifetime. The
estimate is based on the neurobiologically determined mean rate of
neural spike activity of some 14 per second, on the number of incoming
channels, which he estimated as equal to the total number (t010) of
neurons in the brain, and on the mean length of a human life, which is
about 10e seconds. He arrives at the figure of 1020 bits. This number
would become 1021 if a cortex of 1011 neurons is considered.

As tentative as this estimate may be it does produce, via its order
of magnitude, a pressure which models of brain must relate to. As far
as ANN's are concerned, the general tenor of the results on storage
capacity is that

o The number of uncorrelated pattern$ that can be stored in a

network is proportional to the mean number of synapses per
neuron in the network"

The proportionality constant o ranges between 0.14 (of ref. [1]) and
2 (of ref. [5]). A fully connected cortex with 1011 neurons, and 1011

synapses per neuron can store 41011 uncorrelated patterns, each con-
sisting of 1011 bits. Hence, a total of a1022 bits, which seems plenty,
even if the figure 1020 is taken literally.

But cortex is not fully connected. There are only about 104 synapses
per neuron. We have been viewing it as a system of 107 elementary
ANN's, each comprising 104 fully connected neurons. Such a system
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network. Hence a total of

crxI07x(fO4)2:o1015

bits. A similar order of magnitude results also if one considers thc
network of 1011 neurons as a uniform network with a mean of 10a

synapses per neuron [6]. That system will stock o10a patterns of 1011
bits each - a total of a1015 bits again.

Clearly, it is not the factor of 14 between the high and the low val-
ues of a which will close the gap between Von Neumann's 1020 and our
1015. The explanation would lie in the consideration of the correlations
between possible incoming information clusters. Once the network is
endowed with some functional structure, such as content addressability,
there is no conceivable reason for inputs which lie in the basin of attrac-
tion of some stored memory to be stored independently. Since basins of
attraction (see e.g., Section 6.5.2) of uncorrelated patterns themselves
increase linearly with the number of neurons in the network[12] there
should be ample redundancy in the Von Neumann figure to allow for a
comfortable closing of the gap.

A more empirical measure of storage capacity comes out of the ex-
periments of Standing[l3], for example. In these experiments, subjects
are shown very many different pictures, as many as 10,000, and two
days later are asked to recognizepreviously seen pictures out ofpairs of
pictures, one of which had been seen and one randomly chosen. Sub-
jects seem to retain about 6,600 of them and the number of stored
patterns seerns to be still almost linearly increasing with the size of
the learni,ng sef, showing no sign of saturation. Such numbers are very
impressive indeed. Yet, if all these pictures are to be stored in a single
network, as their rapid recognition indicates, then the estimates to be
developed below lead to the following conclusion:

o The storage of 10,000 pictures can be affected in a network of
between 5,000 to 100,000 neurons, depending on the Iearning pro-
cedure.

This estimate looks much less forbidding, especially if one keeps in
mind that any significant correlations between the pictures reduce the
number of required neurons.
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6.1.3 lntrinsic interest in high storage

'l'lur rliscussion of the previous chapter emphasized the
<:entral role attributed to temporal sequences in the
reconstruction of abstract computational capabilities in ANN's. The

lrotential complexity, as well as the richness of the syntax of the result-
ing networks, depend to a large extent on the ability of the network
to store and retrieve faithfully substantial numbers of patterns. One
could, instead, resort to a system in which each pattern in the temporal
sequence is stored in a separate sub-network[14]. But then the overall
capacity of the cortex, or of a conceivable device, becomes unacceptably
low.

But even prior to the consideration of temporal sequences, the atti-
tude toward ANN's advocated here calls for networks which can store
and retrieve substantial numbers of individual patterns. If ANN's are
to be viewed as cognitive classifiers of stimuli, then one would natu-
rally desire that each network, on recognizing a stimulus, would thereby
discriminate it from the largest possible set of other classes of associa-
tively grouped stimuli in the same category of input. Since reactions
to a stimulus and higher level operations on a stimulus should be rela-
tively specific, the lower the number of classes discriminated by a given
network the higher the number of serial discrimination tasks that have
to be performed. The price is time, which is where biology appears
to be rather efficient. A similar motivation for large storage capacity
comes from model networks which store and retrieve hierarchically or-
ganized data[15]. See e.g., Section 8.4, below. In this approach the
stored patterns are correlated in a tree structure. Eventually, the rich-
ness of the tree is constrained by the storage capacity of the network
storing the most detailed memories - the leafs of the tree - which are
the most numerous.

6.1.4 List of results

In the present chapter, we will discuss the capacity for storing uncor-
related random patterns. In the absence of a motivated specific data
structure for the memorized patterns, random patterns are a useful
generic case to study. In some sense it is both generic and unique.
The results have general implications and yet can be quite specific. A
representative list of results would be composed of two general classes:
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1. Estirnation of thc uppcl lirrril, orr l,hc nttrrtlrct' o[' r'ir,ttrkrtrt lrir,l,l,crtrs
which can be stored and retrievcd cfl'ectivcly, givutt it spc<:i1i<: prr>

scription for the synaptic efficacies in terms of tlxl storr:<I 1r;r,t,tur:trs.

2. Estimation of the upper Iimit on the number of stored rarrdorn
patterns which can be stored and recalled associatively with thc
most general set of synaptic efficacies .I;i.

In the first class, we describe results for coupling matrices which
are symmetric and are a variation on the simple storage prescription:

6- I. Moi,lvntlorr frn(l gerrerfll r:uttgfulct'ttt,lotts

n( )iti(: ( l i r ri l,c 'l' ) ol t() ltils

p < a"(T),^'r,

wit;h ar(T) < (r.c. The retrieval quality at a"tT)) rrleasurecl by the

0VerlaF,iSWt,C(r)(theerrorfractionis*it_m,)).Fora>
retrieval is impossible and for a
an overtrap better than m"(T)[l] . See e.g Figures 6.1- (u) and (b).

o A storage prescription which anlows forgetting upon learningl7],
rather than the total blackout at e,c irnplied by the coupXings

Eq. 6.1, is given by
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(6.5)

(6.6)
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(6.4)

In order of increasing complexity, one has the following results:

o If the storage level p satisfies

,Ar
P < 2lnlv'

,nr
P < 

4 }rr.ntr'

p 1 p, CIcItr

then, in the limit.ry -+ cc, the probabiXity that there will be an
unstable bit in a network state corresponding to any one of the
rneffi.orized patterns will vanish.

o If the storage level satisfi"es the stricter constraint:

The most recently acquired pattern is p:1 and the oldest ls trt:p.
See also Sections 6.6.1 and 6.7.3. In this network, memorization
and storage capacity depend on the value of e. Its optimal value
is e : 4.108. For this value of e, the storage capacity is a":6.949,
which implies that the 0.049N most recent patterns can be re-

trieved with less than 1.5% error.

The second class of capacity computations has a very different point
of departure. The question asked is: Given a set of p random patterns,
can a set of Jiis be found such that, at T : 0, these patterns are

stable? This is a search in the l[ x (N - l)-dimensional space of "Iay.
Note that symmetry is not imposed. The results are:

o There can be no solution to the stability equations if o > 2[S].

o For a <-2, there is a finite volume in the space of normalized "I;r'
for which a solution exists. The finite volume ensures some level

of robustness[5].

o If one requires a finite basin of attraction (measured by a pa-

rameter K) to exist around each pattern, one obtains a"(K), a

decreasing function of K.

with

rtj: #$^(#)€r€tr

A(") -€exp( +)

then the probability that there wiltr be an unste,ble bit in an entire
set of p mernorized patterns will vanish[z] .

c If, with the same J,i,j's, one allows that the network have statrle
states not necessarily at the exact memorized patterns, but very
near them, then the network can store end retrieve

patterns, with Q,c _ 0.145. i$o rnore thal L% of the neurons
deviate from the mernorized patterns [1,16] .

o As &, becomes greater than a, no pattern can be retrieved.


